Liquid and semisolid SLN dispersions for topical application: rheological characterization.
Aqueous dispersions of solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) are promising drug carrier systems for topical application. A drawback, however, is the need of incorporating the SLN dispersion in commonly used dermal carriers (creams, gels) to obtain the required semisolid consistency for dermal application. This study describes the production of SLN dispersions having the desired semisolid consistency by a one-step process. Physical characterization of these systems in terms of particle size and rheological properties revealed some interesting features. Despite the high lipid content it was possible to produce colloidal dispersions by high pressure homogenization. Continuous flow measurements revealed systems with yield point, plastic flow and thixotropy. Oscillation measurements proved the viscoelastic microstructure of the SLN dispersions. Higher concentrated SLN dispersions were found to have a prevailing elastic component in contrast to lower concentrated systems. Viscoelastic properties of a 40% SLN dispersion were found to be comparable to standard dermal preparations. Storage stability at room temperature in terms of particle size could be demonstrated over a 6-month period. The development of the gel structure of semisolid SLN dispersions is delayed comparable to commercial O/W creams with non-ionic emulsifiers. Parameters like concentration of the dispersed phase, particle size and particle shape were identified as significant factors influencing the microstructure of these complex semisolid systems.